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Chronic Lyme disease is certainly a complicated, confusing, and terrifying abyss—a black hole of
human being suffering, conflicting views, widespread corruption, and unrelenting medical
navigation. It provides a system for the many voices of chronic Lyme sufferers, caregivers, and
activists, together with the very few doctors and politicians all fighting for consciousness,
support and justice around the world. Lyme Madness chronicles the writer’s and adult boy’s
medical odyssey while capturing the existing landscape of immeasurable suffering, twisted
politics and medical madness that ensues worldwide. It really is a bold testament to the
undeniable existence of this medical nightmare where hundreds of thousands are struggling
and few are hearing. The voices and pleas for medical acknowledgement of the broadly negated
disease are effective, compelling, and a clarion call-to-action for all those in power to end the
political roadblocks that have kept chronic Lyme disease in the shadows for a lot more than
forty years.
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Your publication is a Godsend for spelling out the steps a Lyme sufferer goes through...I am the
main one who sees it, and often want to spend my hard work in ways which will help. Tale of a
mama warrior in the Lyme war saga A compelling story of a mama warrior who finds herself
battling a medical program that won't act to relieve the suffering of thousands. God Bless you
and Matt. It's the very best reserve written from our viewpoint. I've only been officially
identified as having Lyme for a little over a month. I have suspected Lyme for about six months,
when I began messaging my cousin. If I was not living this nightmare, I'd believe it to be a work
of technology fiction - but it isn't FICTION - it's the reality of thousands of patients of
experiencing Lyme disease across our planet.I am going to the just ILADS doctor in Houston. But,
thanks to you, I now, have a reserve describing my 8 12 months journey into madness. The book
was informative and I would certainly recommend it..The quote, that resounded with me the
most was, "When did you get your medical level?" ? I've noticed this from my husband and
daughter for quite a while now. They just hardly understand, you need to do your very own
medical research and discover a treatment, that works for you. I am going to make them read
this publication, so they'll, finally, understand what I'm going through!!Totally recommend this
book!!Incidentally, I NEVER give reviews.... Dennis is usually from Toronto, while her child was
living and getting treated in New York, so she has witnessed the indegent treatment of Lyme
individuals in the US--and their a whole lot worse neglect in Canada.BUT, THIS IS AN ESSENTIAL
BOOK FOR ALL LYME Individuals AND THEIR OWN FAMILIES!. Her quotes, her encounters
resonated with him and with myself. This reserve was up close and personal. An Encyclopidia of
Lyme Disease Information An extremely helpful book for those not used to Lyme disease, those
wanting to learn more about Lyme disease, or for individuals who want to read a very interesting
book. My Fellow Readers, As someone who is in . Like many Us citizens, I frequently envy what
seems like the idyllic health care conditions in Canada, but tragically, for poorly understood
circumstances such as Lyme disease, the Canadian socialized health care system is even worse
compared to the US's patchwork, profit-driven non-system.. Thank you Lori!We offer both
perspectives about "Lyme Madness" - the afflicted and the main one who sees it.. Educating the
general public about the realities of the illness is definitely up to the people in our position --
We can not just leave the types who suffer to battle alone. Her pen can be her sword here, no
query.For my afflicted: My boyfriend - writer, composer, musician - he found solace in Lori's
writing. Forced into advocacy by the dismissal of a large number of medical professionals who
not really acknowledge or diagnose, significantly less treat, her son's chronic Lyme disease.
Lyme ought to be known as the "Isolating Disease"; this book offers the truth, and in the truth-- a
friend. She was transported to Lymeland when her son Matt became mysteriously ill after
graduating from college and starting a fresh job.MANY THANKS, Lori! Lyme Unmasked I'm just
into this trip for 5 a few months. Lori and her child are way before me. I learned and I'll benefit
from this knowledge in my own battle with Lyme and coinfections. This mama warrior
courageously issues the existing medical narrative on Lyme disease--its causes, its symptoms
and results, its treatment. It got therefore much factual information, yet somehow the writer
showed the human being, vulnerability of her boy and herself.We am grateful for Lori and her
willingness to share her story. Also shifted by her passionate crusade to attain all the doctors,
businesses, etc who won't acknowledge and deal with with urgency this vicious pandemic.I'm
providing the book 5 stars. I'm sure I'll read it once again. And I know with my just starting
analysis that I'm dealing with an iceberg. Kudos to you Lori! Well performed!Thank you so
much.from looking to get a diagnosis to treatment Patrick recommended your publication. I
recommended it to numerous friends I just finished scanning this publication yesterday. My



duplicate is quite colorful from all the passages that I highlighted. But it became obvious to him
and his parents, although not his doctors, that something really was wrong. Lori Dennis
obviously "gets" it. Madness is the perfect word to spell it out this illness, as well as the struggle
for analysis, treatments, and even just acknowledgment of this ravaging epidemic. Her
composing touched my heart. Warrior moms are formidable as individuals; as a united group, we
can, do, and will move mountains. I highly, highly recommend this book for anybody battling
Lyme Disease, anyone who cares about somebody battling Lyme Disease, and anyone who
functions in or will end up being employed in the medical job. "Lyme Madness" is usually partly
Lori and Matt's tale, part the tales of other Lyme sufferers, and part a history of Lyme disease in
THE UNITED STATES. Thank you so much! My sibling has Lymes and this book was very helpful in
understanding what he is going right through, and what he may have to anticipate in his
upcoming. The most important lesson was to not judge, and to be there when he requirements
something or someone. Thanks A Mother's Impassioned Plea for Better Treatment of Lyme
Patients Lori Dennis's story is crazy--unless you've fallen straight down the rabbit hole into
Lymeland, as she phone calls it. Well researched accounts of the Lyme problem patients are
going through. Ok I am biased because my tale is featured in the book, but the author does do a
wonderful job of accurately researching and overall the terrible Lyme circumstance patients are
facing. After that it all makes sense. A champion for not only her own child, but also for all those
battling with Lyme disease.The personal stories help the reader to realize what someone
undergoes with Lyme disease.Lori Dennis offers researched her info and has presented it in a
way that is easy to read.! My Fellow Readers,As somebody who is in an identical position to the
author --it is a godsend to have got this book. Try Stevia.The book was informative and I'd
certainly recommend it. that is a great publication for anybody to read who does not understand
the no earn situation people that have tick borne illnesses go through.We want to get this book
for family and friends members-- It is (as much here have indicated) essential read for anyone.
At first everyone thought it had been just anxiety about this new changeover in his lifestyle. As I
was reading the reserve, I recommended it to many close friends, and will continue to do so. 20+
doctors afterwards they finally experienced answers, although definitely not a remedy. Doctors
especially need their eyes opened up - and their hearts... Five Stars good overview Very good
illuminates Lyme disease from a Extremely personal perspective of mother to child, and
switches into a whole lot of statistics which were interesting to find out Try Stevia. Amazing
Helpful. Lyme Madness reverberated through my soul with each switch of .. Lori Dennis gives a
glimpse in to the critical problems facing Lyme individuals and families, and will help visitors
understand the "fantastical" globe of Lyme - where one can rejoice in finally finding a correct
medical diagnosis with hope for treatment only to met with the roadblocks of a Canadian
medical community who is unwilling to look at and support the technology, they thwart your
improvement and treatment at every change. Lyme Madness reverberated through my soul with
each turn of the web page - it echoed my encounter as a mom of a child identified as having
Lyme Disease after many years of misdiagnosis.. I noticed, that all my weird orphan syndromes
and symptoms could possibly be summed up with only 1 diagnosis.
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